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PART_A
Answer any 10 questions

:

(Weightage

1. Distinguish br:tween response and non-response bias
2. What is sampling frame ?

.

3.
4.

of stratified random sampling ?
in stratified random sampling ?

Define |inear systematic sampling.

8. What are the advantages

of systematic sampling ?

ln cluster sanrpling, show that the sample mean is an unbiased estimate oi the
population mean.

10. whatis PPS sampling
11.

in sample survey.

Define simple random sampling.

6. What is allocation problem

9.

each)

Distinguish between probability and non-probability sampling.

5. What are the advantages

7.

1

?

WriteaverytrriefnoteonNssO.

(10x1=10)

PART_ B
Answer any 6 questions

:

(Weightage 2 each)

12. Discuss the irnportant sources of sampling errors.
13. Explairr any two methods of taking simple random samples.
P.T.O.
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14'

ln

sRliWoti, derive the variance

15. With usual nc,tation, prove
that
V(o)=

N-n

N-1

of the estimate of the popuration
mean-

PO
n

16' Define stratified random sampring.
Show that in stratified random sampring.
O,

=

tY

yh is an unbiased estimate
of the poputation mean.

17

ln stratified sampling, find.the
sample size in each stratum un<ier
optimum
ailocation with fixed sample
size.
18. With usual notation prove
that

V(9.t) < V(ii.t)

opt

prop

19. Explain the Lahiri,s method
of taking ppS sample.
20. Write $hort notes on :

i) Indian Council of Medical Research
ii) lndian Statistical lnstitute.
{6x2=127

Answer any 2 questions

PART-C

,

21. Discur;s the irnportant steps
in a large scale sample survey.

22'
23.

(Weightage 4 each)

Detine rinearcostfunction
in sample suruey. obtain
the expression forthe sampre
size fr,m each stratum unoer
opiimum
w*h fixed linear cost:
In systematic sampling,

;i;#on

show that

v(%")=\lsr-N-Koe
_N_o *.y,
\royi
"
N

24' ln clusrer sarnpring, derive
the variance of the pvpurd.rur
popuration
rntra-cruster c,crreration

coetricient.

r

,rean
mean in
rn terms (
of the
(2x4=g)

